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A Man's Reach • •.

As Astronaut Neil Armstrong set the first
fo ot on the surface of th~ moon, millions of us the
world over, through the miracle of television, offered
up our thanks for this latest of miracles in our lifetime . No other major event in the history of the world
had been "participated in " by so many people .
The next day, President Nixon, in an outburst of rhetoric, said "This is the first step in our
exploration of the univer se ." As it happened, I was
re a ding my first book on astronomy at the time and I
realized the ext8nt of the claim made by the President.
And it was for that reason that I decided to do a
paper on this "explo ring" of the universe.
First of all, why are we making these expl oratory flights? Apart from any military reasons,
the flights have two primary purposes -- to help in
determining the origin of the earth, and to search
for signs of life on the heavenly bodies.
For thousands of years we have wondered about
the origin of the earth and, since Galileo's invention
of the telescope in the 17th century, we have sought
lor signs of life on our fellow planets. Note I say
pl anets, not the universe . And this brings us to the
important-matter of the geography, or technically,
the cosmography of the heavens .
The earth, of course, is one of nine planets
circling the sun. But we are not close together. The
earth is 93 million miles from the sun. The other
ei ght range up to 3,670 million miles away . Ju~t to
get some perspective on these figures the moon 1S only
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238,000 miles from the earth.
The largest planet, Jupiter, is 1',000 time s
the mass of the earth . Rela.ting theBe figures to our
air probes, the Apollo fli ghts to the moon took about
2~ days, the Mariner flights to Mars t ook three
. _
months and the i'light to Jup it er , now under way , wJ.l_
take 2i months to get there. Actual landings are
only be ing attempted by the Apollo flights. And it
is actual landings which will make the greatest
contribution to our knowledge of the origins of the
solar system.
Curiously, it was not an astronomer but
the great German philosopher Immanuel Kant who first
propounded in 1755 the most enduring of all ~ientific
theories seeking to explain the origins of our solar
system. According to Kant, it was developed from an
enormous cloud of gas . Kant thought of this cloud
as having originally been cool and motionless. The
particles in it were pulled together by their gravitationa.l attraction for one another and somehow began
rotating in a common direction. As this nebula became
more compressed , it grew hotter and hotter, until it
glowed into a g iant primitive sun . As the sun contracted, its rate of spin steadily increased until
it finally cast off the gaseous rings from which the
pla.nets were formed, one at a time. Although parts
of the Kant hypothesis have been modified over the
years, its principle is still accepted today.
But how have the planets developed in the
In consistency,
atmosphere, temperature -- the factas that would
have a bearing on the development of life?
5 billion ye,a rs since their birth?

When the fi r st telescopes were turned on
Venus in the early 17 th Century, there was good reaso~
to hope for startling discoveries . Venus is the thirc
brightest object in the sky, exceeded only by the sun
and moon, and of all the planets it comes nearest to
the earth. If it re ally were a world like the earth,
it ought to show many wond ers, perhaps " seas " and
" continents ", perhap s even inhabitants .
It showed nothing of the sort . It still is
a sad disappointment to the visual observer. All it
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shows through the most powerful telescopes is a bright,
slightly yellowish cloud deck that completely hides
the surface. , But since 1956 an amazing amount has
been learned about Its atmosphere and clouds by meanR
of radar telescopes. Venus turns out to be almost a
twin of the earth so far as size is concerned. The
temp erature of the cloud deck is estimated to be 40
degrees below zero. Venus is nearer the sun than the
earth is and it receives almost twice the solar
radiation but its clouds are so bright that they
reflect about 70% back into space. Calculations showed
that its surface must be at le ast 600 degrees. In
1 962, the U.S. spacecraft Mariner II completed a
s p ectacular 109-day voyage to Venus and observed the
pl anet from a distance of 21,600 mileB . On board were
instruments sensitive to microwaves and infrared light,
and the da ta they gathered were sent by radio to the
earth, 37 million miles away . The findings settled
an ages old controversy : Venus' surface averages
800 degrees but its cloud cover is very cold -averaging 40 below zero.
We come now to the "red planet", Mars,
wh ich has had more publicity than any of the other
planets. This was due to the "canals" theory advanced
by some astronomers about the tur n of the century.
This theory presupposed the existence of intelligent
l i fe on Mars. But further researches have definitely
s h own that while there are "markings" on th is planet,
there are no man- made canals. Mars is about half the
si$.e of the earth, has an atmosphere of only 1% of the
earth, but does have similar ice caps at both polls.
In 1965 the Mariner IV ship passed within 6 ,100 miles
of Mars and sent hack photos which suggest that this
planet, like the moon, has a thick covering , of dust.
Its temperature during the day is about 70 degrees,
but at night it f alls to 120 degrees below zero. These
ex tremes, together with a thin atmosphere and no
oxygen, fairly well precludes the possibility of anything beyond the lowe s t forms of life such as mosses
and lichens. A landing is planned in 1976 and that
may finally give us the answer to this mysterious
pl anet .
Jupiter, the biggest of the planets, is a lso
the liveliest. It rotates in les s than 10 hours f a ster than any planet. If Mars were placed on the
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face of Jupiter it would look like a Clime on a dinner
plate.
Its atmosphere is thousands of miles deep,
so deep that no one knows where i t ends .
The abundan cE
of hydrogen-helium shows that Jupi t er has change d
very little since the solar system condensed out of
gas and dust more than 5 billion years ago.
The claudE
of Jupiter show a temperature of 220 degrees below
zero . There is some evidence that . Jupiter loses by
radiation more heat energy than it acquires from the
sun and therefore may be producing energy of its own
which is more characteristic of a star than a planet.
But what may lie beneath its thick atmosphere may
neV(;;L be seen because its pressure would crumple an
exploring spacecraft like tinfoil.
O

The smallest and innermost of the planets
is Mercury.
It is hardly bigger than our moon, but
so close to the sun that it can be seen only shortly
before the sun rises or just after it sets . Observation at such low angles is seldom satisfactory because
of the great distance the planet's light mus t travel
through the earth's murky and turbulent atmosphere.
Moving away fr om the sun, and travelling 400
million miles beyond the giant Jupiter, we come to
the most beautiful of the planets , Saturn , whose
symmetrical rings give it a matchles s grace.
It is
not much smaller than Jupiter but it weighs about onet hird less. The more the rings are studied, the less
substantial they seem . The way they reflect s unli ght
indicates that they are made of very small but separatE
particles.
With Saturn the classicaJ solar system :omes
d
For only 5 or 6 o:f our plane·ts ""eLoe knuwn
to an en •
discovered in l7 8l but
to the ancients. Uran~s was Irom th e earth (some
because of itsogr8at o d~~!a~~~ hard t; observ~ and
1700 million mlles) lt o ~
Th~ same can be sald of t
ottle
is
known
about
l
.
d
°llion miles further au .
l l
h
a thousan ml
1915 ~luto
Neptune WhlC lS
t o al calculations In
, 11
TIiscovered by mathe~a l~way that it was not ~ctu~ Y t
is so small and so ar
h is known about thls pane .
seen until 1930 ! Not muc
f as bi~ as the earth
It is believed to beoaoo ut ha~ s 4 billion miles fro m
and. its orbit takes It as muc a
the sun.
0

0

0
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The eight planets and the SQn which make
up t he solar system are part of a giant galaxy known to us
as the Milky Way. Actualily.,· the soliar 'sya-t:em :;l.'S ' t3~ tuated
on the rim of this disc-like conglomeration with oVer
100 billion "suns" or stars. And to get some idea of
the s i ze of our galaxy, the nearest star, Alpha
Centauri, is over 25 trillion miles from us. If a
space ship could attain a speed of 100,000 m~les per
hour, it would take 28,500 y..ears to reach thlS star.
The solar system, despite lt~ 10 billion mile diameter,
is dwarf ted by the Milky Way galaxy. But the Milky
Way with its 100 billion stars or " suns" i s only a mote
in the universe. The~e are billions of galaxies, many
of them much larger than ours. And each galaxy, each
with its own myri~d stars, bas its own planetary
systems .
And so we come to the basic question -- "In
this universe of .stars, space and time, are we alone?"
Before we can propose ourselves a~ signi£icant
concerns of the universe, we should ask the question :
"Are the·re other habitable bodies -- bodies that would
be hospitable if life were there?" Astronomers, who
have Jearned more about the universe in the lat 50
years than in all previous history, tell us that
there are over 100 thousand, million, billion stars.
We do not know from even the largest telescope how many
plane ts ther-e -·are in the universe because we have yet
to see one. The stars are so far away , and are so
bright that they make it impossible to "see" these
planets visually or by radar. Howard Shapley of the
Harvard observatory points out that some astronomers
be lieve that at least one out of 10 suns has a planetar y
system though it would be more conservative to guess
one out of a thou sand. Then, he says, "Let us suppose
that only one out of a thou sand of these stars with
sys tems of planets has one or more planets at the right
distance from the star to provide the water and warmth
tha t protoplasm requires •••. Further let us suppo se
t hat only one out of a thou sand of the reduced number
of' stars has a planet large enough to hold an atmosphere."

Let us
s uitable planet;
water must be of
naturaQy arising

make one other requirement of our
the chemical composition of air and
the so rt that would develop the
comp lex inorganatic molecules into
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organic. Would that happen but once in a thousand
times ? Assembling all f our of thes e one - in-a- thousand
we c ome to th.e · estima t e t ha t ~- only one planet out of
a million million can supp ort life . This would leave
us, most conservatively , Mith 100 million planetary
systems suitable for organic life . Shapley believes
with many other astronomers that t he figure sh ould be
multiplied by a million! There are two reasons for
advocating this increase . The first is 'that we have
p~obably grossly underestimated the number of stars
in the universe . The second is that other kinds of
life may exist , not only thODC based on carbon co!npoun~::
or able to live without oxygen.
Confronted by cosmic immensity, man may
well despair of eve r sounding the un i versal sch eme in
full depth . The largest telescopes are already pushe d
to their limits and earth ' s quivering atm~sphere makes
l ar ger instrument s useless to build . The only way to
extend knowledge greatly is by the sat ellites .
Eventually , bas ed on the airless moon , astronomers
may find nearly perfect " seeing " conditions and then,
perhaps, they wi ll learn Rome ()f t he a.nswers. For as
Robert Browning wr ot e : "A man ' s r each must exceed
his erasp - or whdt ' s a heaven for? "
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It is currently popular to criticize the
press £or distorting facts, over-zealous reporting,
management o£ news, and inter£erence in foreign
affairs, amo ng other charges. The crux of the pro blem
is that people with secrets or a wish for privacy,
and nosey reporters will never get along. So-called
"reporter" Jack Anderson, following in the footsteps
of Drew Pearson, and currently purusing ITT, makes a
living out of digging skeletons from closets'. Witness
Mr s . Onassis suing to enjoin a photographer from
harassing picture taking. The only result of her suit
to date has beenmcreased picture taking by others.
Perhaps her real complaint i s that the defendantphotographer catches her off guard in unattractive
attire and poses. Can a court order a photographer
to take only flattering pictures?
The airline pilots association has recently
criticized the press for gl orifying the hijackers.
For example., the chap who parachuted from the tail
of a 727 somewhere west of the Mississippi and south
of Canada with $200,000.00 extortion money has been
portrayed as a cross between Houdini and Robin Hood.
Does such reporting encourage hijaoker~? The next
hijaoker-parachuter bailed out with the ransom but
broke his leg when he landed. Dragging his leg in
new fallen snow he was easily tracked and captured.
Interference of the press through pre-trial
publicity has become a standard ground for criminal
appeals. F. Lee Bailey won Sam Shepherd an acquittal
bec ause of an alleged conviction by the newspapers
prior to his murder trial.
Spiro Agnew leads the battle agains the
meddling press, thereby snatching more coverage for
hims elf. I have news for the Vice-President. The invol ~e ment of the press in delicate governmental and
pers onal matters, with the inevitable distortions of
fact, has been going on for a long time. How else do
you sell papers? I also have news for . t~e pilots
association. Ransoming is an old, polltlcal power
game . It also raises easy money for somebody's worthy
caus e.
Through people connected with the American
Farm Sohal in Thessaloniki, Greece, the writer l earned
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of a most unusual and successful kidnapping around
the turn of the century.
To effect the return of
th~ h?stages while making the ransom payoff the
prlnclpals had to outwit an inquisitive press corp
The,drama started in September, 1901, in the Balka~
pen~nsula.
Several years prior, Bulgaria, with the
asslstance of Russia, had successfully battled for
its independence from Turkey.
In 1901 Macedonia
Bulgaria's neighbor to the south, was ~till under'
Turkish control, but was politically boiling with a
recipe to "Return Macedonia to the Macedonians." The
mountainous Bulgarian-Macedonian border bristled with
Russians, Bulgarian free-patriots , and Macedonian
patriots plotting to throw out the Turks.
Fo r convenience sake these border dwellers will be called
"brigands." The nomencl a ture is deserve d inasmuch
as these ruffians developed the habit of pouncing on
travelers in ,the area, and carrying them off for
ransom, thereby raising funds and demonstrating that
the Turks could not control the situation.
The foreign mi ssi onaries working for Christ
in the poor villages around Thessaloniki in Macedonia
proved to be handy pouncees. Not only were they easy
to take without a fight, but their home countries
could be counted on to put political pressure on
Constantinople. So it was that a band of 35 to 40
brigands set upon a party of missionaries that had
started on the homeward journey from the little northe ~
town of Bansko to Thessaloniki, after a most successfu:
summer class that a maiden missionary , one Miss Stone
had held for Bible readers in Bansko . At a narrow
mountain pass the party was. quickly surrounded and
Miss Stone and a Mrs. Ts ilka were separated from the
others. An unfortunate Turkish peasant who stumbled
onto the capture scene was summarily slain.
The American miss ionary, Miss Stone was
_
obviously the ooject of the raid which had been pl~nneQ
in detail. Her captors ripped the packs ap~.rt untll
they found a Bible for Miss Stone to take Wlt~ her,
saying she never could be happy witho~t her Blble .
With a queer sense of chivalry the brlgands had
,
decided that the single Miss Stone must be accompanled
by a chaperone, and for that purpose.they selected a
married lady, Mrs. Tsilka. Little dld they know w~at
problems they acquired with that lady, for Mrs . TSllka,
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unbeknownst to anyone but herself, was pregnant.
The news of the capture struck like a thunderclap back in Thessaloniki where Dr. Henry House was
the missionary in charge . It was this same Dr. House
who later founded the American Farm School in The ssaloniki. Dr. House notified the American consul
general in Constantinople of the kidnapping. The
immediate suggestbn came back that the Turkish troops
be ordered out to kill the kidnappers and retake the
cap tives. Dr. House successf'ully vetoed this plan
feeling that pursuit and confrontation would be the
end of the ladies. He felt surethe hostages would
be safe until a ransom note was received. After
several weeks a tap came on the window of a missionary
house in Samakov, Bulgaria, one night. The eXEected
demand for ransom had come in a letter asking $125,000.00
from the UoS. gove rnment. Word was sent that this
amount of money was out of the question since the
United States could not give ransom money without a
vote of Congress which would be impossible to obtain.
The brigands were adamant so Miss Stone 's friends,
family and the Presbyterian Church made a general
appeal in the United States and England to r a is e the
ransom. Months and months of solicitation finally
ra is ed only $65,000 .00, and this seemed to be the
limit.
Miss Stone's capture received much notariety
abroad, and public opinion was stirred to a fever pitch.
The ransom campaign made he a dlines. Reporters rushed
fr om place to place in t he Balkan peninsula, tracking
down clues. Any American or English official in the
area was followed by reporters on the chance he was
de al ing with the brigands . For long weeks nothing at
all was heard of the captives. The Turks said they
were in Bulgaria, and the Balgarians declared that they
were in Turkey. Report s were circulated the hostages
had died. Bogus kidnappers appeared. One such group
after the ransom offered to send Miss Stone's false
teeth as evidence they were thr rightful brigand s ,
apparently not knowing she had no false teeth. A more
exotic report had it that a Turkish pasha had re scued
Miss Stone and was go ing to marry her. Meanwhile the
Turkish army had to be restrained from an all out
search and destroy mission.
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From the hostages it was learned later how
they traveled at ni ght , hiding in daytime in holes
and caves. Despit e the oncoming winter they could
not have a fire. Thei r greate st danger came when
another band tried to kidnap · the hostages from the
kidnappers in order 0 get the ransom for themselves.
In a bloody mount ainside battle the first · band proved
to be better warri or s .
Mrs. Tsilka 's pregnancy, although a handica_
to her personally, proved to be a blessing, for the
brigands were especially superstitious about any harm
coming to a woman with child. The ladies ' summer
clothing soon wore to shreds. They were furnished
with rough woven mate rial from which they fashioned
garments . To make time pass they prolonged the work
as long as po ssible, trimming them carefully with fan c:braid. Nature took its cour·s e and in January Mrs.
Tsilka insisting she could travel no further, deli vere ~
a baby girl, assisted by a terrified old mountain
woman produced at gun point by the brigands. The baby
was wrapped in a kind of cheesecloth used to clean
the guns, and spent the first night of her life in
a brigand chief's arms, held close to the fire for
warmth while the women slept. When the baby was two
days old the brigands insisted on. moving, so travelline
at night was resumed. The mother was slung in a
coffin-like box on a horse's side, with a heavy log
balancing the box on the other side of the horse.
During these months notes from Miss Stone
trickled through the kidnappers' agents, telling how
the brigands were running out of patience, and implor ~~~
that the money be raised quickly as the host ag es could
not expect to be kept alive forever . Such a sum of
money could not be raised quickly, nor could it be
delivered to the brigandS:' without the most careful
planning. The Turkish soldiers and English r~porters
kept constant w&teh. Miss Stone was directed to write
that the ransom must be pa id in gold and delivered
before the hostages would be freed. When she asked
them what assurance ther e was that the hostage~ would
be let go after the gold was delivered, the chlef
replied, "You have a br igands word of honor."
On the last day of December, 1901: Henry
House received a letter stating that the brlgands would
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accept the $65,000.00 that had been raised. The extensive newspaper coverage made it clear the fund
was not growing. The Turkish government provided an
escort for the gold , and every bandit from every Balkan
country watched with itchy trigger fingers the progress
of the mule train that brought the gold. Dr. House
did not disclose that he was to deliver the gold, but
let it appear that a member of the American consulate
in Constantinople would handle matters. Dr. House
was directed to go to Ra~log a small town near the
bordel'.
Sinc;e he Watl In the habit of touring among
the Protestant churches in the winter when there was
no farm work, he could be in Raslog without being
suspected of any special business. What's more it
was public knowledge that the American official was
wai ting in a difi'erent village to negotiate with the
bri gands.
Dr. House succeeded in meeting with the
bri gands in Raslog late one night . He said the gold
woul d be turned over only upon delivery of the hostages.
The brigands would not agree. Negotiations were
continu€d. Unfortunately a Turkish general read in
the brigand's newspaper, printed in Sofia, that a
messenger had been sent to meet Dr. House in Raslog.
In current spy terms, Dr. House's cover was blown .
The village and now the gold in the saddlebags was
surrounded by Turkish soldiers. In additbn , three
British reporters, now aware of Dr. House's role,
stayed close at hand.
The resourceful Dr . House was not to be
thwarted however. He quietly bought 230 pounds of
lead which the villagers used to make trinkets, and,
despite the guards, replaced the gold with the lead,
so skillfully that the three reporters later swore
that the bags had not been tampered with. Somehow,
passing numerous guards Dr. House got the gold to hlS
house at the other end of the village from the Turkish
general's house. Then one night wh~l~ the,reporters,
tiring of houming Dr. House, were dlnlng wlth some
Turkish officers , the brigands appeared and took
pos s ession of the gold. Dr. House l a ter reported a ,
great lightness of heart that he was able to part wlth
it regardle ss of the outcome.
Several days later, the heavy bags, supposedly
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filled with gold, were loaded on horses to be trans ported back to the railway , and thence back to
Constantinople.
The soldiers glJFl.rc1p. d the bags down
to the railway, where they were met by the guards of
the Bank of Constantinople who were to takeover the
gold.
The reporters accompanied the soldiers, bemoaning to their newspapers the failure of Dr. House' s
expedition. Mr. Maud , the artist among thorn, drew
for the London Graphic a huge cartoon of the horses,
with their load of gold, si~ing in the mud on their
journey, and in his commentary, explained that the
expedition might have been a success if only the
missionary House had been as gifted in dealing with
the brigands as he was in working for Christ.
When Dr. House delivered the gold he was
promised the return of the hostages within ten days
or earlier . The ten days passed and no ladies
appeared.
The Turks soon discovered the gold switch
and when the ladies did not appear, plans were made
to let loose the Turkish soldiers in pursuit. Dr.
House pleaded for several more days, fearing that the
hostages would be slain if the soldiers pursued .
His wish was granted and on the twelfth day Miss Stone
and Madam Tsilka appeared under a pear tree in a small
nearby village.
Thus ended a classic kidnapping.
Lewis G. Gatch
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A Dog , In A Cleric's Collar,
Is Still a Dog

And perhaps I should apologize to the canine
species, but so be it .
The famous DICTIONARY OF NATIONAL BIO~RA~HY,
the standard reference biograph~cal,of Great Brltaln,
merely lists the subject of tonlght s p~per as ~
" forger " although further on, in" ~ts.seve~al ~~ umn
reference to him, cite s his assocla~lon wlth
e
established Church of England of WhlCh he was an 18th
century clergyman.
There are, without question, a great many
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clergymen of all denom~nations~ who are , both devoted
and dedicated workers In the flelds of the Lord,
re gardless of se ct or creed -- in fact by far the
gr eater number of them have ~ecn h~gh minded~ high
principled workers for good ln thelr respeetlve and
chosen profession -------BUT, they are also human and
subject to human f railties and error as are all
humans. I am afraid that some few are merely acting
in the position of a broker selling insurance against
eternal damnation and hell-fire everlas ting, exhorting
their parishoners for fees, not comensurate with risk
but rather with abilities of tho se s o insured to pay
the fee. Over the centuries the premiums collected
have been enormous and there is no evidence that the
insurer took any risk whi::l.L80ever.
It is not to be doubted that the attention
to religious affairs in the 18th Century Church of
England was at a very low ebb. In fact , there is
someplace in the works of Austin Dobson a few lines
on the subject:
"Seventeen hundred and twenty-nineThis is t he date of this tale of mine.
First, great George was burie d and gone,
George, the Second, was plodding on.
'J ' ',' ,

Whitfield preached to the colliers grim;
Bishops in lawn sleeves preached at him;
Walpole talked of "a man and his price";
Nobody's virtue was over-nice:"

Without much question the subject of tonight's
little diatribe was neither "nice" nor "over-nice".
His name was William Dodd; he was born in Lincolnshire
in 1729 , and was himself t he son of a clergyman.
He showed gr eat promise in his studies, and
he entered Clare Hall, Cambridge, at the age of sixteen
a.nd immediately attracted considerable attention by his
close application to his academic work. He was graduated with honors, and set forth for London to establish
his career.
His career seemed to be based upon a fondness
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for horses and th e ladies, though perhaps not in that
order. However, he outdid himself in his application
to di ss ipation in the pitfalls of London life, of
which there were many . He wrote verse, comedy, ode s
and elegies, at thp. drop of a hat. He could not
decide whether to become a professional writer or a
minister of the Church.
At about this time he complicated his posi ti ~_
by marrying one Mary Perkins, a welJ-Rtacked discarde c.
mistress of a weal:thy nobl,eman , who, for some unknown
reason was eager ' to find her a husband; in fact eager
enough to provide the bride and groom 8uffici,ent
funds to carry them over for a short time.
His Clergyman- Father visited him in London
and persuaded him to return to Cambridge to continue
his studies for the Clergy. Young Dodd did this
and after only a couple of years he was ordained and
established as the Curate in West Ham in Essex , where
he worked diligent~y in his parochial ploddings among
his parishoners. However, after only two years of
this, he tired of country living and resigned and
returned to London, where he resumed his dabbling in
literature , and other things.
One of his literary efforts was a then-bawd'
novel, THE SISTERS; a book that enjoyed a reasonably
large sale, and one, for which he had to do no furthe r
research, such was the weal th of his prev ious endeavors
in the illicit lists of love .
In 1758 some of his more wealthy friends
established a fund and built "An institute for Magdal e::::"=:
ie, virgins who had lost their amateur standing .
Rev. Dodd was most successful in preaching the inaugur ~
sermon , and raised almost 1600 pounds in collections;
some t .en times the amount the late Rev. Laurence Stern~
had been able to raise in preach ing the opener of the
"Foundling Hospital and Home ", probably peopled by t he
children of those who bec ame inmates of Dodd's
Institute. The Magdalene Institute became a popular
charity ; the Queen, her self, contributed some 300 .poun and the cream of England's nobility, perhaps feellng a
personal responsibility for the.need ~or ~uch ~n
institute were quite generous In thelr flnanclal
support . 'Rev. Dodd, as Chaplain, drew vivid word
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pictures of the lives from which his young women inmates had been rescued; and so vivid, in fact, were
his sermons that the penitents on exhib ition as well
as -the impeni tents in the congregation, alike, were
moved to t ears and lamentations.
I.

However, all of this popularity brought him
little money, and he r an himself into debt. He
decided that he should become a Bishop , but that
required, first of all, a doctorate in religion. Thi s
was not too difficult of attainment, because Cambridge,
while not especially proud of him, could hardly deny
this to him as a graduate and member of the Cl&rgy -so he obtained the necessary deer88 from Cambridge and
was appointed a Royal Chaplain, whatever that might
be. The Bishops, who enjoyed princely livings, as
well a& those Clergymen of wealthier parishes, looked
upon this character from the Magadalene Institute with
considerable jealousy- and suspicion.
Rev. Dodd then obtained a large house in
the country and let it be known tha t he would board
and suitably instruct a limited number of young men
of the more wealthy families. One of his first boarding students was one Philip Stanhope, a lad of eleven
years, butheir to the vast fortunes and title in
peerage of the great Earl of Chesterfield, who was so
interested in the worldly success of his illigitimate
son, to whom the famous CHESTERFIELD'S LETTERS TO
HIS SON were addressed, that he gave little attention
to the type of instruction his natural, legitimate
son and heir re~eived.
With some funds inherited through his wife
he next embarked on an even more extensive venture.
He secured a plot of ground not far from the Royal
Palace and there had buil t a chapel whichhe called
Charlotte Chapel in hono r of the Queen. He soon had
a large and wealthy congregation, and enjoyed considerable income, but no income could be sufficient
to keep up wi th his extravagant and licentious style
of living . He kept a coach, and a pair of mistresses,
though I doubt that these latter were used to draw the
Coach. Anyway, he got deeper and deeper into de bt .
When the living at Saint George's, one of
the most fashionable Churches in London became- vacant,
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Rev. Dodd set his cap for it , and attempted to bribe
the Lord Chancellor, who had the power to bestow the
living . The bribe was not only rejected but Rev.
Dodd was removed from the list of Royal Chaplains.
His financial situation was such that Rev.
Dodd decided that it was time to decamp for a time
and so left for a year or so on the Continent. When
he returned , so my informant says, "he even descende d
so low as to become the editor of?-4_~ewspaper ".
However, with the passage of time, ~, mos t of the scanda.=...
was about forgo tten and Rev. Dodd began t o pr each
again . He '!'finally sold his inter est in the Chapel
and in the Boarding School and then made what was,
for him, the fatal mistake of forging the name of
his former pupil, Philip Stanhope , now after the
death of his Father , the Earl of Chesterfield . The
amount of the draft forged was 4200 pounds . A warran:
for his arrest followed and Rev. Dodd was brought
before Jus ti ce Hawkins, who was later to become the
first biographer of Dr. Samuel Johnson. , Meanwhile,
all but 400 pounds of the 4200 pounds were recovered,
and it seemed that this sum could be raised and t he
matter forgotten , but it appears that forgery and
theft were more pernicious in 18th Century England
than murder and mayhem, and a few weeks later, when
the young Earl of Che s terfield appeared against him,
Dodd was sentenced to death by hanging .
Great efforts were begun to obtain a pardon
fo r him . Dr. Johnson was appealed to and he wrote
a number of letters and appeals" which were copied
by Rev. Dodd and s ent on to those whom he though coula
do him the most good . One petition, drawn by Johnson,
a nd signed by some 23,000 people, was presented to
the King, but that august personage was disinclined
to interest himself in the matter.
Then, as the time for the public show drew
near Dr. Johnson wrote a lette r, addressed to the
King: which Rev. Dodd copied and sent on , in which
he begged that at least he be saved from the horror
of a public hanging . This appe~l, too, was turned,
down but he was permitted to rlde to the gallows ln
a cl~sed coach drawn by four ho r ses, instead of having
to ride in the usual' open cart, sitting on an empty
coffin . The trip to the gallows was indirect and some
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several hours elap se d before they arrived at the
gallows, where some 2000 troops were under arms to
preclude any attempt at rescue.
In
the coach to
in place and
the Rev. Dr.

a heavy downpour of rain, Dodd went from
the open cart where the noose was put
adjusted and in just a few more moments
Dodd was swung into eternity.

There was some talk of having the body
taken to a nearby mortician where several doctors
were on hand to attempt to revive him. However, his
friends stopped at a tavern along the way and too
much time elapsed in delivering the body . (This
certainly sounds to me as being the source of the
late Ambrose Bierce's AFFAIR AT OWL'S NEST BRIDGE.)
When the news of the exe cution was brought
to the be-jeweled and be-jowled Bishop of Bristol,
that character, dressed in lawn and embroidered satin,
said from his easy chair, "So they have hanged Dodd
for forgery; I am sorry to hear it, because they have
hanged him for the least of his crimes".
Bertrand L. Smith

